Nanuk Yachting LLC

JEANNEAU 57 - 2014

NANUK

LAYOUT OPTIONS:
There are flexible sleeping arrangements,
both forward and aft, giving NANUK the
ability to sleep up to 12 people in many
combinations. The most popular layout is 8
people in 4 cabins with 4 heads/showers
plus a double bunk crew cabin forward with
their own head/shower.
The forward two cabins have a removable
bulkhead (if desired), allowing for
conversion to one larger owner’s suite, or
for family situations; a two-bedroom
‘apartment’ with two heads.
Two large double cabins are located aft,
each with their own head and shower.
These double cabins can be configured
either as a Queen or as two single beds with
standing headroom between each bed.
The Captain’s cabin forward has a separate
entry from the deck and features a double
bunk and private head and shower.

MANGO YACHT CHARTERS
www.mangoyachtcharters.com patrick.mango@me.com

The largest cockpit in her class
with full bimini, dodger, fridge in
table, cushions and sun-deck

Nanuk Yachting LLC

NANUK is truly a spectacular yacht offering
five star accommodation as you sail through
‘nature’s little secret’ -the beautiful BVI’s

An Exclusive Luxurious
World Awaits You:
Welcome aboard the 2014
Jeanneau 57, NANUK. This large
elegant offshore cruiser offers
uncompromised sailing
performance from renowned
designer Philippe Briand and an
exceptional interior and deck plan
designed by Vittorio Garroni. Her
long waterline and careful weight
distribution ensure speed and
seaworthiness unmatched in her
class. A new style of
contemporary interior finished in
rich materials and bathed in
natural sunlight offer a level of
comfort unmatched in any other
charter yacht. There simply is no
other yacht like her available for
charter in the BVI.
This beautiful, spacious yacht
offers all the extras and amenities
that one would expect of a large
quality luxury yacht.
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Available with Skipper, Skipper and Cook
as well as select Bareboat applications
with a one-day skipper orientation

